This Summer we will drop the 5th in our series of Rewind compilations.

This 12” is a sneak peak featuring 3 all exclusive brand new tracks. Hotly tipped LA act J*Davey use their punk-funk meets r’n’b flavor to conjure up a cover of one of their favorite tunes, Frank Zappa’s “Dirty Love”. One of the East Coast’s finest funk bands The El Michels Affair drop a nasty version of Burt Bacharach’s “Walk On By” (based on the version that Alicia Keys, Cypress Hill, and Hooverphonic all borrowed from Isaac Hayes who had covered Bacharach). Daz-I-Kue from the BugzInTheAttic crew drops a club-bound cover of Ben E. King’s rare-groover “Spoiled” featuring Bembe Segue and Colonel Red on vocal duties. So that’s something for the beat heads, the DJs, and the future freaks. Rewind!

Watch out for Rewind 5 due early this summer. It will feature 12 all new, all exclusive covers of songs from Fleetwood Mac to Prince, The Beach Boys to the Sylvers. The line-up includes Questlove Randy Watson Experience, NuSpirit Hlsinki, Psapp, Osunlade, and many more.

The concept of the "Rewind!!" compilation series is simple: Ubiquity's favorite artists cover their favorite tracks, revealing influences and bringing classic tunes up to date. These tracks are 100% cover versions made from scratch (no remixes or re-edits).

Critics praise Ubiquity’s Rewind! series:

"What remixes should aspire to."
URB

"My favorite compilation series"
?UESTLOVE, THE ROOTS

"Wall of Fame"
FADER

FOR FANS OF:
REWIND, BLUE NOTE REMIXED, VERVE REMIXED

FILE UNDER:
ELECTRONIC, DANCE, SOUL

RECOMMENDED UBQUIITY TITLES:

VARIOUS ARTISTS GILLES PETERSON DIGS AMERICA CD/SLP
BREAKESTRA HIT THE FLOOR CD/LP
DARONDO LET MY PEOPLE GO CD/LP

FOR INFORMATION AND SOUNDCLIPS OF OUR TITLES, GO TO WWW.UBQUIITYRECORDS.COM